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I. What kind of worlds are suitable to generate mini black holes (BH) andI. What kind of worlds are suitable to generate mini black holes (BH) and
what to make them of?

II. If the suitable Worlds are higher-dimensional then
h t t f BH t t d t t?what type of BH one can expect to detect?

III.     Where do mini BH disappear? What are decay remnants?

IV.     Subtleties!



Static Black Holes in our 3+1 world

Area gauge

Black Hole when its massBlack Hole when its mass 
inside its horizon

Schwarzschild (1916)

It gives the exact Newton law for gravitational potential



First implications on
J Michell Phil Trans Roy Soc 74 (1784) 35 74J. Michell, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 74 (1784) 35-74

P.-S. Marquis de Laplace, Exposition du syst`eme du Monde, 1796.



Reissner-N”ordstrom (1916)Reissner N ordstrom (1916)

For particles/partons

No horizon in 3+1 !    No BH description for SM hadrons



Extra dimensions

m 2
KK =



Size of extra dimensions

Planck scale transmutation due to large volume of extra dimensions

Gravity  - in 4 dim            and         in (4+n) dim

No! No!

Table-top exp.!
n = 1 n = 2 

No!

Modified Newton law n = 1n  1





Bounds from collider physics:
missing energy events
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Search for Large Extra Dimensions in the 
Production of Jets and Missing Transverse

¯ √

KK scenario

Energy in p¯p Collisions at √s = 1.96 TeV

Phys.Rev.Lett.97:171802,2006 CDF Collaboration



Search for Large Extra Dimensions via Single PhotonSearch for Large Extra Dimensions via Single Photon 
plus Missing Energy Final States at sqrt(s) = 1.96 TeV KK scenario

Phys.Rev.Lett.101:011601,2008 D0 Collaboration



One brane  + gravity in the bulk L.Randall and R.Sundrum (II)

“Finite volume of extra dimensions” 1/k

Massless graviton is localized

Modified Newton law

Massless graviton is localized
around the brane!
KK gravitons form continuum
spectrum

Exp. 

Black Hole metric? U(r) = 1+ 2 V(r)



Synthesis of KK and RSI

Low energy supergravity

For an easy estimation

ifif



Higher-dimensional Black Holes

Static BH

Schwarzschild-Tangherlini

Evidently for any particles with masses

their horizon is less than the Plank scale

Therefore SM particles by no means can be considered as classical BH, 
their apparent horizons can be only treated in Quantum Gravity approach

Only the objects with

their apparent horizons can be only  treated in Quantum Gravity approach

can be considered as true classical black holes:             M > 3-5 TeV?



From bulk to brane

If the matter is located on a brane then the Sch.-Tan. metric is 
generated  by a point-like particle at r = 0 whereas we want to deal 

Let’s introduce cylindrical coordinates  

with matter distribution on the brane to proceed to 3+1 dim world

y

Does it exist a matter distribution which provides the interpolation 
of a section of S-T geometry at  z = 0 at intermediate distances to
asymptotical Reisner-N”ordstrom  geometry? 

This conjecture has not yet been justified by any proof !
But for Q = 0!? N. Dadhich et al. 2000 ??

Anyways the last “tidal” term will certainly dominate over R-N one
even for n= 1 and foreven for n  1 and for                                           

could trigger black hole formation 





Hoop conjecture and trapped surface

D =  4 +n   total dimensiontota d e s o









Boosting to shock waves

i = 2,3,…n+2 





Thus commonly used evidence for black hole formation in collisions of 

particles comes from the study of the collision of two Aichelburg-Sexl shock waves.

It is assumed that there is a solution interpolating between two shock waves and BH.

However with this argument there is a problem that  space time with a shock wave 

is not asymptotically flat. The AS metric has also a naked singularity at the origin y p y g y g

which is an artifact of point-like mass distribution and does not appear for a boson star

metricmetric



Numerical evidence: 
black holes do form at high velocities in boson star collisions

arXiv:0908.1780



BH creation in PP collisions: parton picture

<<<< 

Parton collisions may produce BH assisted by their shock waves
(not nucleon neither heavy ion collisions as a whole)( y )



:0912.0826Douglas M. Gingrichg g





Balding phase. When first formed, the black hole is very asymmetrical – both its
gravitational and other fields have very high multipole moments. However, a stationaryg y g p , y
black hole has no “hair" – that is, to become stationary, the black hole must shed its
higher multipole moments through a process termed balding. In the limit, this
is an essentially classical process, which takes place on a characteristic time scale .y p p
At the same time, the black hole should shed any charges carried by particles with large
charge to mass ratios, through an analog of the Schwinger process; this is expected to
include color and electric charge.

Spindown phase. After balding the black hole is classically stable, but as predicted
by Hawking, will continue to decay quantum-mechanically. A rotating black hole
first decays by preferentially shedding its angular momentum in spindownfirst decays by preferentially shedding its angular momentum, in spindown.

Remark

The no-hair theorem postulates that all black hole solutions of the  Einstein-Maxwell equations of gravitation
and electromagnetism in general relativity can be completely characterized by only three externally observable 
classical parameters: mass electric charge and angular momentum All other information (for which "hair" is

Remark

classical parameters: mass, electric charge, and angular momentum. All other information  (for which hair  is 
a metaphor) about the matter which formed a black hole or  is falling into it, "disappears" behind the black-hole 
event horizon and is  therefore permanently inaccessible to external observers



Black hole decay - evaporation

in terms of the black hole’s surface gravity k



Schwarzschild phase. There has been greater focus on the details of this
theoretically-simplest stage, where the black hole is non-rotating and decays via
Hawking radiation. Power spectra, relative emission rates of different particle species,
etc. are largely determined by the fact that such a black hole emits essentially 
thermally, at an instantaneous temperature determined by its mass:

Planck phase. When the black hole reaches the mass scale                , all known
h i b k d d di ti t b d thi i th f ll tphysics breaks down and predictions cannot be made: this is the fully quantum 

gravitational realm. Conversely, to the extent to which we can see experimental
signatures from this phase, we will learn about the dynamics of quantum gravity. This is
thus the most interesting phase One might in general expect emission of a few particlesthus the most interesting phase. One might in general expect emission of a few particles



The experimental signatures of BH decay:

a) Hadronic to leptonic activity of 5 : 1

b) High multiplicity

c) High sphericity

d) Visible transverse energy ~ 30% of the total energy

e) Emission of few hard visible quanta at the end of evaporation 
hphase

f) Suppression of hard perturbative scattering processes



M.Cavaglia et al.  0707.0317



The discovery reach for mini black holes 
with the ATLAS Detector at the LHC

ATL-PHYS-PROC-2009-024



Bulk BH   vs.   Brane BH
Einstein 5

Subtleties
Einstein 5

Energy-momentum tensor

Einstein 5 SMS 4



Orbifold R-S IImetric

Gaussian normal coordinates

y
Israel-… matching conditions

brane

y
y b

brane

Conformal Weyl tensor



SMS (Shiromizu-Maeda-Sasaki) equation

Gravity 
from the bulk

Conservation law

Brane is flat 



Solution

Where from Q?   From 5th dimension!

But this solution is accompanied by spreading out the matter to the bulk!



Andrianov – Kurkov solution



B k lidBack-up slides



Danger of BH blowing up, is it viable?







Supernova and neutron-star limits on large extra dimensions Phys.Rev.D67:125008,2003

S.Hannestad, G.G.Raffelt

Phys.Rev.Lett.92:111102,2004Gamma rays from the Galactic bulge and large extra dimensions y





BH decays



If electromagnetic field can propagate in D dimensions





The no-hair theorem postulates that all black hole solutions of the  Einstein-Maxwell equations of 
gravitation and electromagnetism in general relativity can be completely characterized by only three 
externally observable classical parameters: mass electric charge and angular momentum All otherexternally observable classical parameters: mass, electric charge, and angular momentum. All other 
information  (for which "hair" is a metaphor) about the matter which formed a black hole or  is falling into 
it, "disappears" behind the black-hole event horizon and is  therefore permanently inaccessible to 
external observers 






